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Abstract 

Cloud computing emerges from different technologies and provides online services over the internet. The emerging technology and 

huge amount of traffic have degraded the performance of cloud computing. The degraded performance of cloud computing has 

affected the quality of services and market reputation. This paper proposes a load-balancing algorithm for scheduling tasks based on 

the ant colony optimisation algorithm. The proposed ant colony optimisation algorithm optimised the selection of tasks. The process 

of task selection reduces the load on virtual machines and improves the capacity of cloud computing. The proposed algorithm is 

simulated in cloud-sim software for validation. The analysis of the results suggests that the proposed algorithm is better than existing 

algorithms such as MCT-PSO, MALO, and WOA. 
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Introduction 

The increasing demand for information technology resources over the internet generates huge traffic and declines the service of cloud 

computing. The management of huge traffic and user requests for data storage and retrieval required a load-balancing approach. The 

load balancing approach maximize utilization of resources and improves the capacity of cloud networks. Load balancing is adopted 

in two manners: static load balancing and dynamic load balancing. The dynamic load-balancing approach enhances the performance 

of cloud computing. The dynamic load balancing approach employed several bio-inspired meta-heuristic functions for load balancing. 

Recently, several authors proposed swarm intelligence-based dynamic load balancing algorithms such as particle swarm optimization 

(PSO), genetic algorithm (GA), ant colony optimization (ACO), and many others. Researchers have primarily focused on cloud load 

balancing and resource scheduling in the majority of research studies. For example, Assi et al. [2] used a novel decomposition approach 

to address scalable traffic management (STM) in the cloud. STM aids in decreasing the maximum link load, ensuring load balancing 

among network users. However, multidimensional resource scheduling was not a good fit for this methodology. [3] introduced a 

scalable workload-driven partitioning scheme to address this problem and increase the throughput and response time for distributed 

transactions. Another study in [4] offered insight into how honey bee behaviour is used for task scheduling in cloud environments. 

The behaviour of honey bees was used to achieve the best machine utilisation. In a cloud environment, honey bees' foraging behaviour 

is used to efficiently distribute the load among virtual machines. Cloud computing has drawn a lot of attention and is acknowledged 

as the best approach to managing and enhancing resource and data utilisation while providing a range of IT and computing services. 

[5] looked into the performance and power-constrained load-distributed methods to offer fresh perspectives on data centre 

optimisation. But resource management is still a problem. To get around this, Batista et al. [6] carried out performance evaluation for 

resource management by guaranteeing service quality. Numerous bio-inspired algorithms demonstrate their effectiveness in load-

balancing systems, like honey bee and ant colony systems. But a majority of them fall short of attaining satisfactory outcomes in every 

area. As a result, we present hybrid algorithms that leverage the advantages of each individual algorithm. This paper proposes an 

osmotic hybrid artificial bee and ant colony optimisation algorithm (OH_BAC) for load balancing. Applying the osmosis technique 

to load balancing will become popular again. It can use a variety of resources to offer services to customers via the Internet [13]. Since 

popularising the idea of cloud computing, Amazon has created a number of cloud computing platforms, such as Microsoft Azure, 

EC2, Google Engine, Apache Hardtop, and Apache. The cluster of resource systems is Amazon EC2. The Linux virtual machine 

resource provided by Amazon Data Centre Amazon Data Centre offers web services [14]. Based on their size, events can be 

categorised into three groups: very large, large, and small [15]. Cloud computing has a significant impact on the IT sector [16], and 

there is fierce competition among businesses over how well they can provide services [17]. In order to enable an increasing number 

of customers to subscribe to cloud services, businesses are also working to further enhance or upgrade their offerings through a variety 

of resources [18]. As a result, resource allocation and SLA [19], which indicate the degree of user satisfaction, are among the most 
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significant factors that affect the quality of service. However, setting boundaries and dimensions and overcoming the challenge of 

reaching upper bounds is crucial [20]. Section II discusses previous work, while Section 3 exhibits the proposed research. Section II 

discusses previous work; in Section 3, the proposed research is exhibited. Section 4 reveals the experimental results, and the paper is 

concluded in Section 5. 

II. Related Work 

Bio-inspired functions are employed in dynamic load balancing and improve the capacity of resource optimization and allocation. 

Recently, several authors proposed novel algorithms for load balancing in cloud computing. In [1], the results of the accomplished 

simulations within the Cloud Analyst platform demonstrated that, depending on the applicable scenario, the proposed technique can 

improve load balancing in the cloud architecture while reducing response time by up to 82%, processing time by up to 90%, and 

overall cost by up to 9%. in [2] proposed a load balancing method that minimises make span and maximises resource utilisation by 

employing modified PSO task scheduling (LBMPSO) to schedule jobs over the available cloud resources. In [3], the proposed 

approach took into account the Make Span parameters to address the issue with the current modern heuristic approaches. To evenly 

distribute the load throughout the data centres, the proposed approach relies on the mutation-based Particle Swarm algorithm. The 

technique in [4] builds a multidimensional fuzzy-based resource scheduling model to achieve cloud-infrastructure resource scheduling 

efficiency. Comparing the strategy to state-of-the-art works, simulation research reveals that it reduces the reaction time by 35% and 

increases the resource scheduling efficiency by 7%. In [5], the results of the study show that MMRR has significantly altered cloud 

services. Out of all the algorithms examined, MMRR did better in terms of cost-effectiveness (89%) and overall response time. 

According to the report, MMRR should be used to improve cloud service and customer-happiness. in [7] proposed a load balancing 

method that minimises the make span and maximises resource utilisation by employing modified PSO task scheduling (LBMPSO) to 

schedule jobs over the available cloud resources. In [8], algorithms take into account the Central Processing Unit's capacity to acquire 

targets as well as the records of available resources. The Fusion Algorithm has been assessed and contrasted with other algorithms 

using the Cloud Analyst Simulator. in [9] With regard to load balancing and server consolidation, this work aims to provide a new 

taxonomy that classifies factors such as dependability, hardware threshold, network traffic, and migration overhead. In [10], the 

technique offers the best possible transfer of workload-causing virtual machine loads to matching virtual machines in the cloud. The 

target functions in the proposed optimisation model are the minimization of task execution and transfer time. [11] describes a mobile 

device load balancing technique in edge-cloud computing systems in this work. The proposed load balancing method has an effective 

complexity thanks to an implementation based on a genetic algorithm and graph colouring. In [12], three iterations of ALO and GWO 

were provided in this paper as task schedulers to help shorten the make span. It contrasts the outcomes using FFA and PSO. In [13], 

one of the primary concerns in cloud environments is the study paper's identification of the necessity of the FT-efficiency parameter 

in LB algorithms. A new algorithm that incorporates FT in LB is proposed. In [14], in order to guarantee that the workload is distributed 

equally among the nodes, they present a threshold-based load balancing technique in this study. In [15], in order to provide load 

balancing and minimise bandwidth costs, this model features a composite goal function. We take into account balancing the demand 

on the bandwidth of the links and the CPU-processing capabilities of the servers. in [16] proposes a new hybrid approach called PSO-

CALBA, a particle swarm optimisation-based content-aware load balancing algorithm. The PSO-CALBA scheduling technique 

classifies files based on their content type by combining a meta-heuristic algorithm and machine learning. in [17] The various guises, 

functions, developments, and difficulties associated with AI-based cloud computing models are highlighted in this study. This study 

examines and summarises research findings and advancements in the field. [18] proposes a hybrid machine-learning (RATS-HM) 

approach to address those issues by combining resource allocation security with effective task scheduling in cloud computing. In [19], 

hybrid algorithms would be most appropriate for offering enhanced services to meet the demands of the current situation. This research 

examined a few, and with further analysis and the addition of other methods and parameters, it is possible to move this forward to the 

next level. in [20] In order to examine the advantages and disadvantages of different architectures in big data cloud computing 

networks, we have provided two dynamic models with two variational architectures in this research to address the data duplication 

issue. In [21], the proposed approach states that end users may receive QoS through improved cache-resource management and energy 

consumption reduction through the application of stochastic gradient bellman optimality. in [22] To address this issue, we proposed 

in this study a hybrid scheduling policy called Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimisation Actor Critic (HPSOAC), which is a mix of both 

the PSO method and the actor-critic algorithm. [23] describes a job scheduling method in a heterogeneous cloud environment based 

on the Advanced Phasmatodea Population Evolution (APPE) algorithm. Compared to previous algorithms, this approach uses more 

resources and has a faster convergence time. In [24], a study introduces a novel method for load balancing and task scheduling in 

cloud computing environments, focusing on how to execute tasks using resources in a way that minimises costs. In [25], the goal is 

to improve cloud load balancing by integrating load balancer-external factors. In comparison to other well-known LB algorithms, the 

proposed approach exhibits better load-balancer performance in an experimental test conducted in the Cloud-Sim environment. [26] 

offers a reinforcement learning (RL) approach that achieves strong scalability and a notable performance improvement in managing 

load balancing (LB) and dynamic resource allocation (DRA) tasks in a cloud context. Effectiveness can be increased by 30% to 55%, 

while training time can be shortened by 10% to 45%. The author [28] Swarm intelligence (SI) is proposed in this study as a cloud 

computing load balancing method. When compared to alternative algorithms, the proposed technique's overall response time is, on 

average, 12% faster. in [29] tackled the aforementioned scheduling problem, which searches for the best resource for the tasks using 

a deep Q-learning network model. There were two stages to the process. For simulation, a randomly generated workload is first 

employed. 

III. Proposed Methodology 

This section describes a proposed algorithm for load balancing in cloud computing using the ant colony optimisation algorithm. The 

proposed algorithm, colony optimisation, is modified with the selection of tasks in manners of discontinuity. In the proposed algorithm, 

the pheromone enables the allocation of a virtual machine (VM) based on the technical capability, cost, and heuristic data of a chosen 
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server by assessing its adaptability. After every successful virtual machine (VM) assignment to a server, the heuristic component is 

updated to guarantee optimal results in the following iterations. Some ants begin searching for the ideal configuration that ensures the 

best load-balancing level and the fastest response time during each iteration. Every ant must visit every node that is accessible. The 

best solution is found by assessing the capacity of each available node, the desirability of each path, and the load balancing of the 

network. 

Algorithm  

Begin: input data 

Begin : define parameters( 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 , 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟) 

Define pheromone 

Define ants 

While itre< MAX iter do 

While i<NUMants do 

Ants move on fist location 

End while 

End while 

Terminate iter 

Return list of VM 
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Figure 1 Proposed Model of Load Balancing In Cloud Computing Using Bio-Inspired 

 

 

IV. Experimental Analysis 

To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for load balancing in cloud-Sim Simulators. The Cloud-Sim simulator is 

an open-source toolkit for simulating cloud computing environments. It has been developed in the cloud lab of Melbourne university. 

This simulator contains a data center, virtual machine, traffic load, users and scheduling algorithm. The complete simulation process 

deal with the java programing language. The proposed algorithm is implemented in the scheduling algorithm with an existing 

algorithm for the simulation of the dedicated scenario for different groups of loads and measuring standard parameters of the 

simulation [28,29,30].    
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Response Time 

The response time of a task refers to the time intervals among tasks to arrive into the system until its completion. Response time Re 

is expressed as 

                                                             Re = Tc − Ta + Tt 

where Tc represents the time required to complete a task, Ta represents the arrival time of a task, and Tt represents the transfer time 

of a task. 

Make-span 

Make-span is defined as the total time taken to process a set of tasks for its complete execution. Make-span Ma is represented as 

                           Ma = max (CT) 

where max (CT) is the maximum time required to complete all tasks. 

Resource Utilization 

Resource utilization denotes the number of resources required during task execution. Resource utilization Ru is expressed as 

𝑅𝑢 =
𝑇𝑐

𝑀𝑎𝑋 𝑁
 

where Tc represents the time taken to complete a task, Ma represents make-span and N represents number of resources. 

 

 

 

Figure.2 Comparative analysis of make-span average using Proposed, MALO, WOA, and MCT-PSO, techniques with 5, 10, 15, 20, 

number of tasks.  
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Figure. 3 Comparative analysis of resource utilization using Proposed, MALO, WOA, and MCT-PSO, techniques with 5, 10, 15, 20, 

number of tasks.  

 

Figure. 4 Comparative analysis of response time using Proposed, MALO, WOA, and MCT-PSO, techniques with 5, 10, 15, 20, number 

of tasks.  

 

V. Conclusion & Future Work 

The objective of this paper is to optimized the selection process of tasks for the allocation of resources in cloud computing. The 

proposed algorithm of load balancing optimized the phenomenon value of ant colony optimization and reduced the discontinuity of 

ants for the processing of virtual machines. The selection of virtual machines impacts the management of tasks and improves the 

capacity of cloud infrastructure. The proposed algorithm of load balancing is simulated in the Cloud Simulator software. The results 

of the proposed algorithm compare with existing algorithms of load balancing such as MCT-PSO, MALO, and WOA. The analysis of 

the results suggests that the proposed algorithm is very efficient compared to the existing algorithm for cloud computing. We have 

verified that each of the four computations is unexpectedly distinct. Documents for the Sim setup. In each scenario, the suggested 

method provides the best result in the event that different virtual machines arise. Relocation time 19.06, reaction time 224.26, 

throughput 100%, dependability 89.14, versatility 71.38, accessibility 51.28, and energy consumption 2.55 all come out to be 23. 
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